
   

 

Repair  Cost 
Carry out a lock change £150.00 

Install a key safe outside your home £97.50 

Board up a window and provide new glass  £197.50 

Board up a door only (no replacement door provided) £77.50 

Install a temporary external door £195.95 

Install a new internal door £195.00 

Repair an internal door handle £30.00 

Replace a uPVC style external door on your home  £1000.00 

Replace a wooden external door on your home £624.10 

Replace an external wooden door on your outhouse or shed £462.60 

Reseal your kitchen worktop (priced per length) £20.00 

Replace a kitchen unit door  £174.20 

Carry out a repair to kitchen unit shelf or similar (priced per item) £20.00 

Remove a blockage from your toilet or sink £50.00 

Replace a toilet seat £57.00 

Re-fix a sink to a wall in your home £84.00 

Repair a blocked drain following misuse, damage or other issue 
based on two-hour attendance. (Indicative price only and will be 
based on circumstances.) 

£142.80 

Replace a plug or chain to bath or sink (priced per item) £15.00 

Reseal a bath, sink or basin (priced per item) £20.00 

Make safe your electrics following a leak £110.00 

Disconnect/reconnect your electric cooker £83.00 

Carry out electrical safety checks following any alterations 
undertaken by you. This price does not cover any repairs that may 
be needed. 

£204.00 

Carry out minor plaster repairs (priced per room) £50.00 

The cost for a missed repair appointment during the day.  £20.00 

The cost for a missed repair appointment during our out-of-hours 
service. 

£60.00 

The charge for misusing our emergency repair service. This fee will 
be charged on top of any relevant repair costs.  

£45.00 

Repair  Cost 
Repairing damage to a bath or sink surface By quote 

Repairing damage to kitchen or bathroom flooring By quote 

Repairing damage to skirting boards By quote 

Providing a replacement kitchen due to disposal or similar By quote 

Providing a replacement bathroom due to disposal or similar By quote 

Providing a replacement shower due to tamper/damage By quote 

Providing fencing due to damage/disposal By quote 

Providing a replacement gate due to damage/disposal By quote 

Carrying out waste disposal, rubbish removal or clearances By quote 

Call our Customer Service Centre on 0800 218 2000 to discuss your repair or quote. 


